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Grade 12 World Literature and Advanced World Literature:  
 
The Alchemist by Paulo Coelho 
 
1. Who is the main character of this novel? 
 
2. What is the job of the main character in Part 1? 
 
3. How long has the main character been doing his job in Part 1? 
 
4. While sleeping on the stone floor in Part 1, who does Santiago think about? 
 
5. What about Santiago does he think will surprise the merchant's daughter when he gets to 
the village? 
 
6. At what age did Santiago study Spanish and Latin? 
 
7. Where did Santiago's mother and father send him? 
 
8. In Part 1, what does Santiago want to do with his life? 
 
9. Where does Santiago get three ancient Spanish gold coins? 
 
10. What does Santiago do with the three ancient Spanish gold coins? 
 
11. According to Part 1, what does Santiago believe will keep life interesting? 
 
12. Who does Santiago visit before he goes to see the merchant's daughter? 
 
13. What does the individual who Santiago visits in Part 1 before going to see the merchant's 
daughter do for him? 
 



14. Who visits Santiago in his dreams? 
 
15. Where is Santiago transported in his dreams? 
 
16. What is Santiago looking for in his dream that he never finds? 
 
17. Why is Santiago relieved when he leaves the individual whom he discussed his dream with? 
 
18. What payment does the individual Santiago visits in Part 1 demand for the service she 
provided him? 
 
19. What does Santiago do immediately after leaving the individual who performed a service 
for him in Part 1? 
 
20. Where does Santiago meet the old man in Part 1? 
 
21. What does the king describe as the only real obligation in life? 
 
22. What demand does the king have if Santiago is serious about learning more about his 
hidden treasure? 
 
23. Which of the following characters does not meet with Santiago during Part 1 of the novel? 
 
24. How many golden coins does Santiago's father find in the field? 
 
25. How many times has Santiago had the dream about the child? 
 
26. Where does Santiago's father think he will end up after he has seen the world in his travels? 
 
27. What does Santiago decide in Part 1 that he will no longer believe? 
 
28. What fields does Santiago travel with his flock of animals? 
 
29. In what building does Santiago spend the night before heading into the village to meet the 
merchant's daughter? 
 
30. What animal makes up Santiago's flock? 
 
31. What about his discussion with the old man annoys Santiago in Part 2? 
 
32. The first time Santiago approaches the ticket window, what does he leave with? 
 
33. Why does Santiago feel he must stay with his flock of animals at the beginning of Part 2? 
 
34. What makes Santiago realize in Part 2 that he is the only one keeping himself from 
traveling? 
 
35. How much of his flock does Santiago give to the old man? 
 
36. How much of his flock does Santiago's friend buy? 



 
37. Which of the follow is not something Santiago decides is a step on the way to his destiny? 
 
38. Where does the old man tell Santiago that his treasure can be found? 
 
39. What principles does the old man tell Santiago about which create luck? 
 
40. What does the old man says that conspires to see that people really get what they want? 
 
41. What does the old man give to Santiago in Part 2? 
 
42. What are the names of the stones Santiago carries in Part 2? 
 
43. What does the old man advise Santiago to follow? 
 
44. What port town does Santiago leave from in Part 2? 
 
45. To where is Santiago planning on traveling by ship in Part 2? 
 
46. What does the boy in Part 2 tell Santiago he must buy in order to travel? 
 
47. What happens to Santiago's money in Part 2? 
 
48. What ultimately happens to the money Santiago had from selling his flock? 
 
49. What does Santiago do in Part 2 after he realizes his money is gone? 
 
50. Which of the following does Santiago not have left after his interaction with the boy in Part 
2? 
 
51. What comforts Santiago after he is taken advantage of in Part 2? 
 
52. Where does Santiago sleep after being robbed? 
 
53. What does Santiago do upon waking in Part 2, after being robbed? 
 
54. Where does Santiago get his first a job on his journey? 
 
55. What is Santiago's first job on his journey? 
 
56. What is the payment Santiago expects for completing his first job on his journey? 
 
57. After his first job is complete in Part 2, what is Santiago offered? 
 
58. What regular job does Santiago eventually acquire in Part 2? 
 
59. How long does the crystal merchant say it would take Santiago to earn the amount of 
money needed to go to Egypt? 
 
60. What does Santiago say he will use the money he earns working for a merchant for? 



 
61. What does Santiago want to do with the money he earns by working for a merchant? 
 
62. What does Santiago offer to build for the crystal merchant? 
 
63. What does Santiago think the object he offered to build the crystal merchant will do? 
 
64. Why does the crystal merchant take awhile to decide whether or not to allow Santiago to 
make the object Santiago offered to make? 
 
65. About how long does it take to determine if the object Santiago makes the crystal merchant 
is a big success? 
 
66. About how long after Santiago builds something for the crystal merchant does Santiago 
believe it will take him to earn enough money to return home? 
 
67. With the money Santiago has earned working for the merchant in Part 3, how many sheep 
should Santiago be able to purchase? 
 
68. What language does Santiago learn while working for the merchant in Part 3? 
 
69. According to the crystal merchant, where are Muslims obligated to visit? 
 
70. What is Santiago's second suggestion to improve the crystal merchant's business? 
 
71. What fear does the crystal merchant have about Santiago's second suggestion of how to 
improve his business? 
 
72. How does the decision to not return home in Part 3 make Santiago feel? 
 
73. What does the Englishman in Part 3 believe in that Santiago also believes? 
 
74. What is the Englishman in Part 3 looking for? 
 
75. How old is the alchemist supposed to be? 
 
76. Why does the Englishman say the alchemist is able to live so long? 
 
77. What does the Englishman want the alchemist to teach him? 
 
78. What warning does the caravan leader give to Santiago and the others? 
 
79. How large is the caravan Santiago is on in Part 3? 
 
80. Where is the caravan traveling in Part 3? 
 
81. Who rides to join the caravan periodically and warns of dangers ahead? 
 
82. What is there increasing talk about throughout the caravan? 
 



83. What alone will not suffice, according to the Englishman, to make it across the desert? 
 
84. What does the Englishman say it is called when people are engaged in an activity with all of 
their heart? 
 
85. Where is the caravan Santiago is a part of heading toward in Part 4? 
 
86. What does Santiago do while the Englishman tries to observe the desert and learn its 
language? 
 
87. About what does Santiago learn as he reads the Englishman's books? 
 
88. What is the goal of alchemists, according to the Englishman? 
 
89. How long does an alchemist need to heat the metal to purify it? 
 
90. Once all of the metal's properties are burned away, what is left? 
 
91. The Soul of the World is which of the following? 
 
92. Which of the following is considered the liquid half of the Master Work? 
 
93. Who seems to be the only one in the caravan not afraid of the war talk? 
 
94. Which of the following is not found in the oasis? 
 
95. According to Part 4, who is waiting at the oasis? 
 
96. Which of the following is true about the oasis? 
 
97. Why are oases considered neutral ground? 
 
98. What object(s) does the Englishman have that surprises Santiago? 
 
99. Who does Santiago meet at the well in Part 4? 
 
100. In Part 4, what kind of war does the camel driver tell Santiago is happening? 
 
101. Whose side of the war does the camel driver say Allah is on? 
 
102. What does the Englishman build outside of his tent? 
 
103. What does the Englishman plan on using the object he built outside of his tent for? 
 
104. How does Santiago feel about the individual he meets at the well in Part 4? 
 
105. What does the individual Santiago meets at the well in Part 4 tell him? 
 
106. What does Santiago find out is the Language of the World? 
 



107. What did the Alchemist say to the Englishman when asked about teaching him how to turn 
lead into gold? 
 
108. What does Santiago notice the Englishman has gained as he begins to try to turn lead into 
gold? 
 
109. In Part 5, who tells Santiago a story about a tribe's traditions? 
 
110. What does tribal tradition say about the oasis? 
 
111. What does the tribal chief tell Santiago to always listen to? 
 
112. What promise does the tribal chief tell Santiago they will break? 
 
113. What reward will Santiago receive if the tribal chief's prediction is correct? 
 
114. Who is the powerful and intimidating stranger Santiago meets after he leaves the tribal 
chief? 
 
115. What does the powerful and intimidating stranger in Part 5 demand of Santiago? 
 
116. What happens the day after Santiago speaks with the tribal chief? 
 
117. What happens after the oasis is attacked? 
 
118. What position within the tribe is Santiago awarded after the attack in Part 5? 
 
119. in Part 5, what does Santiago think his treasure is? 
 
120. The Alchemist tells Santiago in Part 5 to prepare in what way? 
 
121. What does the Alchemist tell Santiago to trade in Part 5? 
 
122. What should Santiago acquire for his trade, according to the Alchemist in Part 5? 
 
123. Where does the Alchemist take Santiago the day after he makes his trade? 
 
124. What does the Alchemist do to Santiago one they are in the chosen location the day after 
Santiago's trade in Part 5? 
 
125. What does the Alchemist say that Santiago will be successful at if he does not pursue his 
destiny? 
 
126. What does Fatima trust in? 
 
127. What final decision does Santiago make about the Alchemist's proposal? 
 
128. What does Santiago declare before he leaves with the Alchemist in Part 5? 
 
129. What does Fatima say about Santiago's leaving in Part 5? 



 
130. What precautions do Santiago and the Alchemist take as they travel through the desert? 
 
131. How many days pass on their traveling together before Santiago asks the Alchemist about 
teaching? 
 
132. What does the Alchemist advise Santiago to listen to in order to immerse himself in the 
desert? 
 
133. What does Santiago express to the alchemist at the beginning of Part 6? 
 
134. In Part 6, what does Santiago's heart tell him? 
 
135. What does Santiago tell the Alchemist that his heart is afraid of? 
 
136. What does the Alchemist say that the suffering Santiago's heart is experiencing is not as 
bad as? 
 
137. In Part 6, what does Santiago always promise about his heart? 
 
138. How many things does the Alchemist say in Part 6 that Santiago needs to learn? 
 
139. What does the Alchemist tell Santiago will severely test him? 
 
140. According to the Alchemist, what does the Soul of the World speak through? 
 
141. What does the Alchemist say that people need to master? 
 
142. What does the Alchemist say quests always begin with? 
 
143. What does the Alchemist say quests always end with? 
 
144. Who approaches the Alchemist and Santiago in Part 6? 
 
145. What do the individuals who approach the Alchemist and Santiago in Part 6 demand to 
know? 
 
146. What two things do do the individuals who approach the Alchemist and Santiago in Part 6 
find in the alchemist's bag? 
 
147. What do do the individuals who approach the Alchemist and Santiago in Part 6 do when 
the alchemist explains what the items in his bag do? 
 
148. What surprises Santiago about do the individuals who approach him and the Alchemist in 
Part 6 ? 
 
149. What does Santiago's heart tell him as he and the Alchemist pass the encampment in Part 
6? 
 



150. When Santiago and the Alchemist are about two days away from the pyramids, what does 
Santiago what to learn? 
 
151. What does the Alchemist say has come to represent the highest point of evolution? 
 
152. What does the Alchemist say gold truly represents? 
 
153. What does the Alchemist say happens to anyone who interferes with the destinies of 
others? 
 
154. What happens to Santiago and the Alchemist when they are one day away from the 
pyramids? 
 
155. What power does the Alchemist say Santiago possesses? 
 
156. In Part 6, how long are the alchemist and Santiago given to prove that Santiago really does 
have the ability that the Alchemist claims he does? 
 
157. In Part 7, what happens on the third day? 
 
158. Who/what does Santiago begin with by talking to and asking for help in Part 7? 
 
159. What topic does Santiago discuss with the desert? 
 
160. Who/what does the desert recommend Santiago speak with? 
 
161. What is the first question the wind asks Santiago? 
 
162. What idea that Santiago proposes does the wind like? 
 
163. What frustrates the wind? 
 
164. Who/what does the wind suggest Santiago speak with next? 
 
165. In Part 7, who/what does Santiago tell that everything evolves? 
 
166. During his meditation in Part 7, what does Santiago decide to do? 
 
167. What frightens and impresses the tribesmen about Santiago in Part 7? 
 
168. What does the chief do with Santiago after he is moved across the encampment? 
 
169. Where do Santiago and the Alchemist stop after they leave the encampment in Part 7? 
 
170. What does the Alchemist use to turn lead into a disk of gold? 
 
171. In Part 7, how many pieces does the Alchemist cut the disk of gold into? 
 
172. How many pieces of gold does the Alchemist leave with the monk? 
 



173. What does Santiago do when he reaches the pyramids? 
 
174. Where does Santiago begin digging once he's reached the pyramids? 
 
175. Who appears standing next to Santiago as he is digging for the treasure? 
 
176. What do the individuals that appear next to Santiago while he is digging for treasure need? 
 
177. What do the individuals that appear next to Santiago while he is digging for treasure take 
from Santiago? 
 
178. How long does Santiago dig for treasure? 
 
179. What keeps happening to the hole Santiago digs for treasure? 
 
180. What do the refugees do to Santiago when he finds no gold? 
 


